Residential Services Q&A – Brockton, Mass.

AT OUR MAY CENTER SCHOOL IN BROCKTON, MASS., WE PROVIDE FULL-DAY, YEAR-ROUND EDUCATIONAL, BEHAVIORAL, MEDICAL AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES FOR CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS WITH BRAIN INJURY, NEUROLOGICAL IMPAIRMENTS, AND NEUROBEHAVIORAL DISORDERS.

Many families choose to combine school services with a community-based residential program at homes in nearby neighborhoods.

We recognize that making the decision to move your child into a residential program can be a difficult one. Most families who are considering this option have a number of questions and concerns. We offer answers to some of those commonly asked questions.

Please contact us at any time!

Q: CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR RESIDENTIAL LIVING SERVICES?

A: For families who need more intensive support for their child, the May Center School can combine day school services with residential living in either our on-campus residences or in one of our community-based single-family homes in safe neighborhoods. We work hard to make each residence a warm and welcoming “home away from home” for the children who live there.

Children receive round-the-clock supervision provided by caring and competent staff. Each day is designed to reflect a typical day for any child. Staff and residents work together in the kitchen, preparing and cleaning up after meals as appropriate. They play games or watch TV together in the common living areas, and have access to exercise equipment and computers.

Q: WHAT IS THE STAFF-TO-STUDENT RATIO? IS THERE CONTINUITY BETWEEN DAY PROGRAMS AND RESIDENTIAL LIFE?

A: Our daytime staff-to-student ratio is 1:2; at night it is 2.7 or 3.8. We offer 24-hour “awake” staffing, and our overnight staff check on students every 15 minutes throughout the night. We can also provide 1:1 care, if that is a requirement of your child’s Individualized Education Program (IEP).

To help students smoothly transition into their day, our school staff arrive at the residences at 7:30 a.m. on weekdays to assist with typical morning routines—personal hygiene, breakfast, medication management, and transportation to school.

Q: HOW OFTEN WILL MY CHILD BE ABLE TO PARTICIPATE IN COMMUNITY OUTINGS?

A: Residential students have opportunities to join in community outings each week. They often go to parks for picnics and hikes, see movies, visit the mall and the library, and go bowling. Many attend college and community sporting events, concerts, and dances. More challenging and exciting recreational outings such as camping and white water rafting are options for students. We go to retail establishments, like the bank and grocery and drug stores, to help students develop community-based skills. We also have outings to nearby restaurants to practice social skills and, just as important, to have fun together!
**Q:** How often can I visit my child? What kind of support is available for families?

**A:** You are always welcome! We have an open door/open visit policy. We do recommend that you make an appointment or select certain days or times to ensure your child is at home and available.

Over time, many families get to know each other and spend time together, helping to create an even more family-friendly environment for the children.

Each student has a case manager who provides the family with regular updates, and each family has its own Family Services representative.

---

**Q:** Can you help my child become more independent?

**A:** We provide residential education for students who have recently left rehabilitation centers and hospitals, as well as for students with long-term needs. We focus on skill-building, quality of life, and enhanced independence for all the students in our care. Our residential services help students learn, strengthen, and generalize their independent living skills such as hygiene, household chores, and other routines.

We also recognize the importance of helping students develop leisure skills and making sure they have their own personal time. While encouraging students to become more independent, our staff continuously provide support and supervision to ensure that each child’s unique needs are met.

---

**Q:** Are there on-site medical services at the residences?

**A:** Yes. To meet the medical needs of our students, we have a residential nursing staff, a nurse on-call system, and consulting physicians.

---

**Q:** I know my son works on his IEP goals in the classroom, but will he be able to work on them in the residence too?

**A:** Absolutely. Every student’s residential experience is unique and personalized. Residential teams and school-based teachers coordinate efforts to ensure a consistent approach to each student’s educational plan. Each residence provides another location and many additional opportunities for us to continue to address students’ IEP goals. Some IEP goals—such as daily living and communication (speech and language), OT and PT skills—can be addressed in the residences. Others—such as banking, purchasing, and safety skills—are addressed during community outings.

All staff members receive comprehensive and ongoing training, and all are supervised by highly qualified professionals. Whether we are working with our students in the school or residential setting, we use the same evidence-based techniques of applied behavior analysis (ABA).

---

**Q:** What will happen when my child turns 22 and must transition into adult services?

**A:** In Massachusetts, if a student is already receiving services through an IEP, s/he may be automatically eligible for continued adult services when s/he turns 22. You should become familiar with federal and state laws (such as Chapter 688) that govern the agencies that provide these services. We will make every effort to meet your family’s unique needs and guide you through the transition process.

Some families who require ongoing support choose to continue their relationship with May Institute beyond graduation. These young adults transition directly into our state-of-the-art day programs, and/or our group homes across Massachusetts, ensuring a seamless continuum of care.